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figs. 10-1Oc.

Locality.-Station 49, south of Halifax, Nova Scotia, May 20, 1873; lat. 430 3' N.,

long. 63° 39' W.; depth, 85 fathoms; bottom, gravel, stones; bottom temperature, 350"

Two specimens, the larger a female, nearly three-quarters of an inch long. Dredged.
Colour as in Voy. en Scand., p1. 20, fig. 2.

Remarks.-Commenting on specimens from the Kara Sea, many of which were dis

tinguished for their size, one being 47 mm. long, Dr. Hansen (loc. cit.) observes, "the

species is easy to distinguish from the Steg. Kessleri figured by Stuxberg (Vega B. I.,

p. 713), which last pretty certainly is the same as the 'forma altera' of Steg. ampulla,
established by Goes (Op. cit., p. 521, Fig. 9). Specimens of Steg. ampulla have the

fourth pair of side-plates deeper than long, and the fifth peropods' expanded second

joint (first joint, auctorum) ending in a right, or even slightly acute, angle. Young,
taken from the pouch of the female and sufficiently developed to leave it, are dis

tinguished by the circumstance that the fifth peropods' second joint has its expanded

plate prolonged somewhat downwards and evenly rounded, and the side-plates of the

third pleon-segment rounded below; they are, however, easily distinguishable from

&eg. christianensis, Boeck, in that the fourth peneopods' second (Boeck's first) joint
is expanded, and from the species described by Sars by the fourth pair of side-plates,
which are quite like those of the adult (see above), and by several other points, which

are easily seen in Sara' figures." A footnote already quoted (p. 599) explains that Dr.

Hansen's specimens ought to have been described as Stegocephalus inftatu,9, Krøyer, and

that "
Stegocephalus Ke.ssleri, Stuxberg," is the true synonym of Cancerampulla, Phipps.'

1 Since Phippa' specimens (unciali et biuncialia) were as large as Dr. Hansen's, I do not know why Dr. Hansen refers
to the 812C as a distinction between the two species. Phippa may have had both forms, for his account of the last
peropods (femora po8trem paiis poetics aeuta) scarcely agrees with the figure. In the synonymy given above the
references to Krøyer, Hansen, and Gobs (fig. 8) clearly refer to Stegocephalus infiatus; in most of the others the name
ampulla has doubtless been used without knowledge of the distinctions which Dr. Hansen draws between the forms
ampulla and inftcth&s.
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